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Abstract— A nonlinear feedforward compensator was de-
signed as part of a bioinspired neural network to model sen-
sorimotor integration and control in crickets. Female crickets
perform auditory orientation (phonotaxis) towards the male’s
calling song to find a mate. Crickets also use visual sensing, for
example in the optomotor reflex which allows them to maintain
a straight trajectory against disturbances. The compensator
describe in this paper allows the efficient integration of the
phonotaxis and optomotor systems. The design is inspired by
the neurophysiological concepts of efferent-copy and corollary
discharge, which can be directly intepreted within control the-
ory as feedforward compensation for predictable disturbances.
The aim is to predict the reafferent visual stimulus caused by
phonotaxis, based on the efferent response, thus filtering out
the optical disturbances induced by the phonotactic reflex, while
still detecting any external noise. The feedforward compensator
design was formulated as an identification problem, drawing
data from experiments on a robot performing phonotaxis. The
compensator parameters were first derived by trial-and-error,
and then optimised using a genetic algorithm. The scheme is
implemented in a bioinspired neural network on a robot, and
experiments are carried out to compare the behaviour to the
cricket.

I. INTRODUCTION

The realization of bioinspired control schemes needs
strong interaction between different disciplines such as con-
trol theory and neurophysiological studies. The auditory
behaviour of the cricket has been extensively studied by
biologists [1], [3], [4] and has been the subject of a series
of robot models [2], [5]–[8]. In this paper we extend the
robot, to test a neurally-implemented ‘forward model’ [9] as
a solution to the control problem of combining auditory and
visual behaviours.

Female crickets are able to recognise the species specific
pattern of male calling song and move towards it. In recent
work [10] new data from female crickets reveals a rapid
steering response towards the male, modulated by recogni-
tion of the song pattern at a slower timescale. In [11] a neural
system which includes the rapid reactive pathway and the
slow perceptive recognition was designed and tested on a
robot. This model is called thefast modelsince the acoustic
stimulus gives rise to a reaction in55−60 ms. Details of the
results from experiments comparing the resulting auditory
behaviour to the cricket are provided in [11]. Here we focus
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on the issue of adding a visual capability, theoptomotor
reflex to the robot.

For a mobile robot (or an animal) a rotation of the
entire visual field is usually the result of self-rotation.
Consequently, unintentional self-rotation can be corrected by
turning in the opposite direction in response to visual rotation
signals. This reflex compensates for external disturbances
and inaccuracies of the muscle-motor response, to maintain a
straight trajectory. Note, however, that the acoustic and visual
mechanisms have conflicting aims. The auditory response
tries to align the trajectory towards the sound source, while
the visual response tries to correct for any change in the
trajectory, thus counteracting the alignment attempted by the
auditory system.

Different solutions have been proposed to solve this sen-
sory conflict [7], [12], [14] including: adding the outputs
of the visual and auditory systems with different gains;
having the auditory system output inhibit the visual system
output; having the auditory system output inhibit the visual
system input; subtracting the auditory system output from the
visual system input; and having the auditory system output
control behaviour via the visual control system.A comparison
among these methods, as discussed in [14], showed that
simple suppression of one sensory system by the other was
a reasonably effective mechanism. However none of these
implementations used dynamics.

A more suitable control method is to predict the amplitude
and time-evolution of the visual stimulation that arise when
an auditory response is accomplished. It was first suggested
by von Holst and Mittelstadt in 1950 that biological systems
may use an internalefferent copyof motor command signals
to modulate sensory processing for predictedreafference. A
similar idea was simultaneously proposed by Sperry, i.e. that
sensory areas receive acorollary dischargecorresponding
to the expected feedback. Although this concept is often
referred to in biology, there is surprisingly little direct
neurophysiological evidence of connections from motor to
sensory systems that could support this function. Moreover,
biologists often overlook the problem that the system must
somehow calculate the expected feedback - in control theory
terms, it must implement a forward model to be able to
compensate the expected disturbance [9].

The control strategy proposed in this paper consists of
a dynamic system able to predict the external visual influ-
ences due to the acoustically driven motor command. The
prediction is used to inhibit the optomotor system, so that
it is smoothly combined with phonotaxis. Moreover, the
system is realised as part of a network of spiking neurons,



Fig. 1. The FeedForward compensation model.

demonstrating that it is a plausible solution for the cricket,
and can be used effectively in controlling a mobile robot. We
suggest that this methodology, used to integrate acoustic and
visual stimuli, could be extended to many similar problems
of integrating sensory stimuli.

II. DESIGN OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM

A. Control theory basis and application

The multisensory integration is based on feedforward com-
pensation, a well-known method in industrial applications of
control theory. It is an simple method to compensate for
disturbances that are a priori known and accessible. In such
cases, the correct identification of the plant allows an exact
compensation of the noise. Here we consider the optomotor
reflex as the plant and the phontaxis system as the source
of noise: acoustic sensing produces a series of actions that
will change the motor output planned by the optomotor
reflex. Hence it can be compensated by using a dynamic
feedforward model of the plant to predict the visual sensory
(reafferent) signal corresponding to any action caused by
the phonotaxis behaviour (Fig. 1). Each pair of phonotactic
motor signals and the corresponding visual stimulus form an
output-input couple, utilized to learn the required dynamic.

B. Neural Network

The neural architecture is based on the neuron models
described by Koch in[15]. The membrane potential dynamics
is represented by a simple first-order ordinary differential
equation (ODE) and a spike occurs when a threshold is
reached (i.e. an integrate and fire neuron) [16]. The state of
the membraneVmemb is governed by the following equation:

•
Vmemb(t) +

Gmemb

Cmemb
Vmemb(t) =

Gmemb

Cmemb
Vrest (1)

where theGmemb , Cmemb and Vrest are respectively the
conductance, the capacitance and the resting value of the
neural cell. The neural equation is extended when the neuron
is excited by a synapse. The synaptic contribute is visible in
(2), whereGsyn i and Vsyn i are the conductance and the
reference voltage potential of the synapse. The indexi is
used because several synapses should be considered.
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When the membrane potential reaches the threshold value
Vth it is set to its recovery valueVrec and kept for a
refractory time (Tref ), thus a spike takes place, according
to the following equation:

if(Vmemb(t) > Vth)

{
Vaxon(t) = 1

Vmemb(t) = Vrec
(3)

Synaptic effects are modelled as changes in conductance,
and include facilitation and depression mechanisms to allow
temporal filtering. Such techniques allow the construction of
small networks with useful capabilities, such as selectivity
to particular patterns, or copying of external dynamics.
The trend of conductanceGsyn , facilitation Gfacsyn and
depressionGdepsyn is exponential, each one with its charac-
teristic exponential timing (respectivelyTsyn , Tfacsyn and
Tdepsyn ). These variables are governed by the following
first-order ODEs:

•
Gsyn(t) + Gsyn(t)

ln 2

Tsyn
= 0
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ln 2

Tfacsyn
= 0

•
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=

ln 2
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(4)

Therefore the spikes emitted by the pre-synaptic neurons
trigger the facilitation and depression mechanisms in order to
produce the synaptic inputGsyn for the post-synaptic neuron,
as illustrated in 2. When a spike occurs (Vaxon(t) = 1),
the synaptic variables are updated applying the algebraic
equations described below:

Gsyn(t) = Gsyn(t) + Gdepsyn(t) [Gincsyn + Gfacsyn(t)]

Gfacsyn(t) = Gfacsyn(t) + Gfacincsyn

Gdepsyn(t) = Gdepsyn(t) · Gdepfracsyn

(5)

whereGincsyn represents the increasing value of the synap-
tic conductance,Gfacincsyn the increasing value of the facil-
itation andGdepfracsyn the fraction to which the depression
variable is reduced.

The neuron model introduced in (2,3) and the synapses
described in (4,5), have been used as elementary blocks to
build a bioinspired neural network. The circuit was built to
resemble the cricket neural system, and can be divided into
4 different subsystems (Fig. 2):
A: The optomotor reflex senses the left/right virtual move-
ment of the world and consequently drives the motor con-
troller neurons to compensate the visual stimuli.
B: The acoustic sensing is based on cricket physiology and
is described in detail in [7].
C: The phonotactic reflex has two different pathways:
the reactive one (AN1→Fast) and the perceptive one
(AN1→BN1→BN7→Gate→Fast) [11].
D: The feedforward compensator has been designed to take
the outgoing signal from the phonotactic system and to
compensate the corresponding reafferent optomotor signal.

An internal source of noise is used to test the correct
working of the optomotor reflex. The motor controller units
are biased with random spikes, to represent disturbances that



Fig. 2. Schema of the cricket bioinspired neural network model. The
whole network is constituted by several subsystems: the optomotor reflex
(substem A), the acoustic sensing block (subsystem B), the phonotactic
model (subsystem C), the feedforward compensator (subsystem D), the
motor controllers and an internal source of noise.

could occur during walking in crickets , due to asymmetries
in the motor system or to external factors such as uneven
terrain.

C. FeedForward compensator design

The feedforward compensator (i.e. subsystem C in Fig. 2)
integrates the responses of the phonotactic system and the
optomotor reflex. It takes the driving commands from the
phonotactic system and tries to predict the reafferent visual
signal. The driving commands also stimulate the motor
controllers and consequently the motor actuators. A sound
recognized, e.g. from the left, produces an inhibition on
the left motor controller and an excitation on the right one,
making the robot steer to left towards the sound source. There
is a significant delay (a few hundred milliseconds) before
the optomotor reflex will sense this left turn. Without any
compensation, the optomotor system would react with a cor-
rection to the right side, driven by the opto-clockwise (OC)
neuron, annihilating phonotaxis. The feedforward compen-
sator (forward-OC neuron and related synapses) will avoid
this incorrect response. The Fast-left neuron will stimulate
the forward-OC neuron with the same number of spikes
used to drive the motor controller. If the parameters of the
forward-OC neuron and its input and output synapses are
tuned to predict the reafferent signal, this will counterbalance
the OC neuron stimulation, holding the neuron on its resting
membrane potential.

Tuning of the forward neuron, pre- and post-neuron
synapses was carried out initially by hand, and then using

a genetic algorithm (GA) as an optimization strategy. In
order to identify the feedforward compensator, data were
gathered from experiments in which the roving Koala robot
was allowed to control steering using only phonotaxis, i.e.
with the synaptic connection of the optomotor system to
the motors disabled. During these experiments the reafferent
visual signals were recorded. As depicted in Fig. 3, we
considered as input the efferent copy, i.e. the signal coming
from the phonotactic system (Fig. 3(a)), and as output the
reafferent signal, i.e. the opto neuron membrane potential
(Fig. 3(b)-lower signal). This membrane potential change
results from the changed conductance of the input synapse,
Fig. 3(c), which represents the noise to be filtered.

Following the guidelines of classical identification, we as-
sumed the feedforward model had a fixed dynamic structure,
for which a number of parameters had to be optimally identi-
fied. The structure was fixed by the neuron/synapse structure
already present into the complete model of Fig. 2. Moreover
a subset of the parameters could be a priori fixed due to
some preliminary considerations. For example, appropriate
synaptic delays could be directly estimated from a correlation
analysis between the efferent signal (cause) and the reafferent
signal (effect). Following these considerations produced a
forward nonlinear model structure constituted by7 ODEs
with 18 parameters to be optimised from experimental data.

The GA approach, as is well known, minimises a fit-
ness function. The aim here is to keep the opto neuron
to its resting potential, thus filtering out the phonotactic-
to-motor noise, so the fitness function was chosen as the
squared-difference between the membrane potential of the
opto neuron (Fig. 3(b)-lower signal) and its own resting
value, when this neuron was excited by a signal due to the
phonotactic behavior of the system. The neural parameters
to be optimised are: the resting (Vrest ) and recovery (Vrec)
values of the membrane potential, the spiking threshold
(Vth ), the refractory time (Tref ), the membrane conductance
(Gmemb) and capacitance (Cmemb). The synaptic parameters
to optimise are: the conductance increasing value (Gincsyn ),
the facilitation effect (Gfacincsyn ), the depression fraction
(Gdepfracsyn ), the characteristic times of the conductance
(Tsyn ), the facilitation (Tfacsyn ) and depression (Tdepsyn ).
The total number of parameters is18 (6 for the neuron and
6 for each synapse) and we chose a precision of50 bit for
each parameter. The number of individuals was200 and1000
the number of generations. The generation gap was0.9, the
mutation probability was0.05 and 0.7 the recombination
rate.

The results of the GA optimization stage are reported in
Fig. 4. 4(a) shows the output (upper signal) and membrane
potential (lower signal) of the optomotor neuron, when the
optimised feedforward model is introduced into the loop.
It can be seen that the optomotor neuron is completely
inhibited during phonotactic behaviour. Fig. 4(b) shows the
feedforward compensator output, i.e. the forward synapse
conductance, while Fig. 4(c) depicts the reafferent optomotor
synapse conductance. The obtained results confirm the suit-
ability of the proposed control system. In fact, the forward



Fig. 3. Neural data gathered after a turn. It is shown: (a) the efferent copy
signal coming from the phonotactic system; (b) the output (spike) of the
opto neuron(upper signal) and the membrane potential (lower signal); (c)
the conductance of the excitatory synapse coming from the visual sensor.

Fig. 4. Neural data with the forward compensator enabled. It is shown:
(a) the output (spike) of the opto neuron(upper signal) and the membrane
potential (lower signal); (b) the feedforward compensator output; (c) the
conductance of the excitatory synapse coming from the visual sensor.

synapse dynamics (predicted signal), indirectly found by
optimization, has the same shape as the reafferent optomo-
tor synapse, so succeeds in balancing its effect. The two
conductance scales are rather different because the reference
voltage potential value for the excitatory synapse is0 mV ,
whereas for the inhibitory synapse is−100 mV . Since the
resting value of the neuron is set on−80 mV , the inhibition
needs a larger conductance value to hold down the membrane
potential of the neuron against excitation.

The results obtained by using the feedforward compensa-
tion allow concurrent use of both phonotactic and optomotor
reflexes. The visual noise introduced by the phonotactic
behavior is now efficiently filtered out without suppressing
the optomotor system, which is ready to react to other
external environment disturbance.

D. Experimental setup

The robot behaviour is tested in an indoor arena. The robot
is a Koala, equipped with auditory and visual sensors based

on insect sensory systems as described in [12]. A tether
connects the robot to a PC running the neural simulation
program and recording data. The auditory stimulus is a sim-
ulated cricket song. The speaker is placed on the laboratory
floor. No special soundproofing or other controls for noise or
echoes are used. We carry out trials with the robot starting
in one of three positions: from near the center of the room,
facing the speaker from about180 cm and from half-way
down each side wall, facing the opposite wall, about160 cm
from the speaker. For each position ten trials are recorded.
The robot is stopped when it is about to hit the speaker or else
one of the lab walls; a successful trial is counted when the
center of the robot is within30 cm of the speaker at the point
it is stopped. The tracks are recorded using shaft encoders,
which are sufficiently accurate for dead reckoning over the
short paths considered in these experiments. The number of
shaft encoder counts coming from the left and right wheels
for each successive point recorded (usually every100 ms)
is converted to x-y position data.

To valuate the robot performance in each set of trials, a
’directness’ parameter is calculated [17]:
From the x-y coordinates we compute the distance covered
and heading angle for each acquisition step:

distancei =
√

(xi+1 − xi)2 + (yi+1 − yi)2

heading i = atan

(
yi

xi

)
− atan

(
yi − yi+1

xi − xi+1

)
(6)

The average vector for these moves is then calculated

x =

∑
distancei × cos(heading i)∑

distancei

y =

∑
−distancei × sin(heading i)∑

distancei

(7)

angle = atan

(
y

x

)
magnitude = x2 + y2

(8)

The robot speed is used to calculate the tracktime:

tracktime =
minimum time to do trial

actual time to do trial
(9)

The maximum speed of the robot is200 mm/s.
Finally we compute the directness:

directness = magnitude × cos(angle)× tracktime (10)

The range of the directness is within0 and1, because all its
factors are in that range. To explain the meaning of directness
we can consider a route straight forward toward the source of
the sound. In that case we have a null angle and a maximum
amplitude, thus the directness value is one.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we present the results of several experiments
carried out to demonstrate the functioning of the system
under different conditions. Note that the parameters used for
the compensator in these experiments were those initially
derived by hand-tuning.



Phonotaxis: Fig. 5 shows the behaviour of the robot driven
by phonotaxis only. It performs successfully,reaching the
target every time, withdirectness = 0.38.
Phonotaxis and Optomotor Reflex:Fig. 6 shows the trials
carried out when the optomotor reflex is also enabled and a
potential conflict with phonotaxis can occur. The robot does
not manage to reach the target every time. The optomotor
reflex allows the phonotaxis to work correctly when the angle
towards the sound source small, in which case it helps to
keep the robot stabilised in the correct direction, hence the
directness is slightly higher overall (= 0.40).
Phonotaxis and Random Noise:The phonotaxis behaviour
when a random noise is introduced into the motor output
is shown in Fig. 7. The trajectories are more winding, but
phonotaxis still guides the robot towards the loudspeaker,
despite the noise, so the auditory behaviour is robust. The
directness is lower (directness = 0.31) than the default
value.
Phonotaxis, Optomotor Reflex and Random Noise:Fig. 8
shows the trials carried out when both the random noise and
the optomotor reflex are enabled, but the forward model is
not active. The trajectories show the conflict between the two
sensory systems. Although both the phonotaxis and optomo-
tor systems are working against the noise, the optomotor
reflex also “corrects” phonotactic turns. The directness is
very low (directness = 0.22).
FeedForward compensator allows to integrate Phonotaxis
and Optomotor Reflex: The forward model behaviour is
shown in Fig. 9. Here the feedforward controller compen-
sates the reafferent signal, correctly predicting optical signals
induced by phonotaxis. The optomotor reflex no longer tries
to “correct” these turns, leaving the phonotaxis to reach the
target. Directness is improved (directness = 0.44) showing
that the optomotor reflex is still active in stabilising the
trajectory, but now without interfering with the phonotaxis.
Multisensory integration with Random Noise In the fi-
nal experiment the multisensory integration capabilities of

Fig. 5. Experimental results. The robot starts from three different positions.
For each position ten trials are recorded . The robot every time reaches the
target.

Fig. 6. Phonotaxis and optomotor are in additive mode. The robot
sometimes is not able to reach the target.

Fig. 7. The Fast model alone makes the robot able to reach the target
also when a noise disturbs motor controllers but the robot trajectory are not
straighter.

the forward model are verified when a random noise is
introduced in the motor system (Fig. 10) The prediction
of the phonotactic turns is efficient: in fact the attempts
look like the previous experiment when no disturbance was
considered. The optomotor reflex is able to compensate turns
due to random noise, without conflicting with turns caused
by phonotaxis. It means that phonotaxis is able to accomplish
its purpose turning the robot towards the sound source. The
value of directness is lower than the experiments without
noise (directness = 0.34), but improved in respect to
the experiments with noise in which the phonotaxis and
optomotor behaviours were not integrated by the forward
model.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a nonlinear feedforward compensator was
designed to solve the problem of multisensory integration
in a complex neural network based on the cricket neural
system for phonotaxis and optomotor control. The feedfor-



Fig. 8. Optomotor reflex and random noise are enabled and are in conflict
with the phonotaxis.

Fig. 9. Forward model correctly integrates phonotaxis and optomotor
systems. The robot every time reaches the target.

ward compensation was more efficient than the previous
solutions, which simply inhibited optomotor response when
a phonotactic induced reflex was taking place. Rather, the
implemented feedforward controller showed the capability
to correctly predict and filter out phonotactic induced op-
tical noise, leaving the optomotor system ready to react
to unknown disturbances, as observed in experiments with
crickets. Because the feedforward compensator could be
implemented in a realistic spiking neural network, it is a
plausible mechanism to explain real cricket behaviour, and
shows how biological systems might implement, and tune,
this form of control. The result obtained in this paper also
opens the way to the hardware design and implementation
of the whole neural-controller system for the integration in
a complete autonomous machine.
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Fig. 10. Noise are enabled. Forward model correctly integrates phonotaxis
and optomotor systems. The robot every time reaches the target (phono-
taxis), while optomotor compensates the noise.
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